OVERVIEW SHEET

Cloud Adoption Services
UK SMEs strive to utilise cloud technology while minimising risk and realising ROI
quickly. Where is your organisation on its cloud adoption journey? Six Degrees traverse
this path alongside you - addressing your challenges and solving your cloud needs - to
transform your organisation for its cloud future.

Cloud technology enables organisations to do amazing things: providing tools
to empower their people; bringing services closer to end-users; and driving
success in an increasingly complex, connected and competitive world.
Small and medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) are embracing this shift and are adopting cloud for varied
workloads from applications to management of customers, their workforce, knowledge, finances and more.
Six Degrees delivers focused and personalised cloud adoption services to address your adoption challenges
and achieve your outcomes.
Adoption Challenge

Six Degrees Cloud Adoption Services

Compliance and governance
Meet sector-specific compliance
requirements whilst ensuring
appropriate governance in your cloud
operations.

• Our “Capture and Consult“ processes as shown on
the next page, allow you to frame compliance
requirements in the context of your organisation and
ensure governance.

Security
Maintain appropriate security levels
with cyber security best practices
across your people, processes and
systems.

• Our “Transform & Harden” processes minimise risk
and then

Cost management
Maximise cloud ROI and keep costs
predictable, ensuring your cloud
infrastructure is always optimised.

• Our “Manage & Optimise” processes ensure
proactive environment monitoring for best value
resources to achieve your goals whilst periodic
reviews constantly innovate when your requirements
change.

Skills and staffing
Access technical capabilities,
leveraging the power of cloud to
unlock the latest cloud-native
opportunities.

• Our “Manage & Optimise” processes provide our
resource and depth of experience to allow your
people to focus on your organisational objectives.

Manage multiple environments
Handle infrastructure complexity and
lower resource burdens to minimise
financial and operational risk.

• Both our “Transform & Harden” and “Manage &
Optimise” processes manage and monitor multiple
environments aligned to cloud adoption framework
best practices ensuring optimal uptime and
performance.

• Our “Defend and Recover” processes monitor and
seal your environment.

Speak to our experts today on +44 (0)20 7858 4000 or cloud@6dg.co.uk or visit www.6dg.co.uk

Enabling your brilliance

Four Stage Cloud Adoption Journey
Capture and Consult

Transform and Harden

Analyse your workloads and define your
cloud strategy, creating a cloud
migration plan that will help you achieve
optimal performance, cost and security.

Transition your cloud-ready
workloads utilising Six Degrees
and Microsoft best practices,
ensuring your cloud adoption minimises
risk and enhances security throughout.
Plan: Create a proposal and high-level plan.

Strategy: Understand motivations and
objectives.

Pre-Migrate: Detail plan and create
landing zone.

Assess: Gather factual transition
data.

Migrate: Perform migration and
post-migration review.

Defend and Recover

Manage and Optimise

Leverage our unique Microsoft
Azure-aligned Cyber Security
Operations Centre, staffed
by experienced security professionals
who continuously protect your workloads
from data breach.

Maintain round-the-clock
governance and alerting to
maximise uptime whilst keeping
workloads running efficiently and
cost-effectively.
Govern: Best practice validation.

Utilise Six Degrees’ CSOC to achieve continual threat
protection and remediation.
Our unique inhouse CSOC protects your organisation and
pushes you beyond your competition.

Manage: Operate and optimise management.
Innovate: Re-architect for workload automation,
efficiency and integration.

Accreditations

Six Degrees delivers cloud adoption services that are aligned to the challenges SMEs face. We guide
organisations across the public and private sectors throughout their digital transformation journeys,
enabling them to leverage the latest and best cloud technology to drive home competitive advantage whilst
ensuring security and organisational resilience.

Ready to Take the Next Step?
Contact our team to discover how the cloud adoption journey can impact your organisation.
Visit www.6dg.co.uk/cloud-strategy to book a free half-day cloud strategy workshop.
Speak to our experts today on +44 (0)20 7858 4000 or cloud@6dg.co.uk or visit www.6dg.co.uk
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